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BT London Circular
Prospect wishes all
readers a relaxing
holiday period
Whether you mark Christmas or
not, love it or find all the
shopping a bit much, it’s the
time of year to take a break and
make plans for the year ahead.
2021 has been another tough
year for many but Prospect in
London has continued to pick
up and deal with members
issues and pursue our agenda
to maintain and improve terms
and conditions for members
with BT.
However you plan to spend
time over Christmas this year,
taking time out to relax and
reflect is essential. Prospect will
be back as ever in 2022. For
our agenda, please read on.

Time for a pay rise

Prospect members in BT have
been some of those who have
kept working and kept the
Philip Jansen has been clear
that in 2022 BT will increase pay company and the economy
after a two-year freeze. Prospect going during the pandemic
is already in dialogue with BT on period, probably the most
the matter but clearly the actual difficult working environment
most will have known. That too
pay rise won’t come through
needs to be recognised in pay
until late Spring 2022.
terms now.
There are real pressures on
Look out for national comms
people’s incomes with rising
inflation, fuel and energy costs. from Prospect on the launch of
All that means that in reality BT a pay campaign and importantly
managers and professionals
what you and your colleagues
have had a real term pay cut.
can do to help make sure that
That must be reversed and that the campaign leads to a decent
must be done for everyone,
and appropriate pay increase in
across the board.
2022.

Better Workplace and
One Braham
BT Centre has now closed and
the new London HQ at One
Braham, Aldgate is now open.
Prospect is planning a regular
presence from January 2022,
so if you are going into the
building look out for Prospect
reps.
On the wider Better Workplace
front, we continue to keep a
close eye on matters with BT
and take up issues and
concerns that individuals have
with the appropriate Better
Workplace team. Don’t hesitate
to get in touch if things are not
working out in your case.
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